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With the completion of genome sequences of major model organ-
isms, increasingly sophisticated genetic tools are necessary for
investigating the complex and coordinated functions of genes.
Here we describe a genetic manipulation system termed ‘‘genomic
engineering’’ in Drosophila. Genomic engineering is a 2-step pro-
cess that combines the ends-out (replacement) gene targeting with
phage integrase �C31-mediated DNA integration. First, through an
improved and modified gene targeting method, a founder knock-
out line is generated by deleting the target gene and replacing it
with an integration site of �C31. Second, DNA integration by �C31
is used to reintroduce modified target-gene DNA into the native
locus in the founder knock-out line. Genomic engineering permits
directed and highly efficient modifications of a chosen genomic
locus into virtually any desired mutant allele. We have successfully
applied the genomic engineering scheme on 6 different genes and
have generated at their loci more than 70 unique alleles.

cell polarity � ends-out targeting � homologous recombination �
phiC31 integrase

The development of homologous recombination (HR)-based
gene targeting was a major breakthrough in Drosophila

genetics (1, 2). At present, in Drosophila as well as in mice, a
HR-based approach is virtually the only way to make directed
modifications of a target gene (3, 4). However, because the entire
targeting process must be repeated for making each allele, the
amount of time and labor may become impractical to make more
than just a few targeted alleles. In addition, because of the
requirement of HR, it can be very difficult to introduce appre-
ciably complicated DNA sequence modifications by gene tar-
geting. The current lack of adequate genetic tools for directed
and efficient modifications of the genome presents a major
hurdle in Drosophila genetics today. For example, many of the
protein pathways that are highly conserved between Drosophila
and vertebrates, such as the cell polarity pathway (5), appear to
be exceedingly complex. Rigorous genetic dissections of such
intricate protein networks can be highly challenging, because in
most cases the functions of mutated or modified individual genes
of such pathways can only be assayed by artificial over-expression
methods, which often lack the requisite controllability and
fidelity of gene expression. One ideal solution would be for each
protein gene of interest to generate, at the gene’s native genomic
locus, a set of defined mutant alleles that are strategically
designed to test hypotheses about the protein’s in vivo functions
and interactions. Furthermore, being able to generate any
conceivable alleles of a target gene, such as functional fusion
alleles of fluorescent proteins/purification tags or alleles with
conditional activities, would also offer us unprecedented free-
dom and opportunities to explore unique experiments of imag-
ing, proteomics, and disease models.

To achieve the goal of such directed, efficient, and versatile
modifications of the Drosophila genome, we have developed an
approach we have termed ‘‘genomic engineering’’ (Fig. 1) that
combines ends-out (replacement) gene targeting with phage
integrase �C31-mediated DNA integration. �C31 catalyzes uni-
directional DNA recombination between the so-called attB and
attP sites (6) and works very efficiently in Drosophila for

transgenesis (6, 7). As illustrated in Fig. 1, our genomic engi-
neering scheme offers several significant benefits. First, regard-
less of how many distinct mutant alleles will be generated, only
1 ends-out targeting experiment is needed. Second, the effi-
ciency of �C31 integration should make the second step of allele
generation a rather high-throughput process. Third, because
�C31 integrase does not appear to discriminate against different
DNA substrates (8, 9), DNA constructs for generating mutant
alleles are not constrained by the limitations of HR. As a
consequence, virtually any conceivable modification of the target-
gene sequence can be accommodated.

Results
Minimal attP and attB Sites of �C31 Can Mediate Efficient DNA
Integration in Drosophila. So far, most �C31-mediated DNA
integration experiments in Drosophila used full attB and attP of
200- to 300-bp length or even longer (6, 7, 10), while a few used
full-length attP and minimal attB (40 bp) (7, 11). Recombination
between attP and attB generates so-called attL and attR sites
that are roughly the average size of attB and attP (8), raising the
concern that using full-length attP or attB in genomic engineer-
ing will result in a long exogenous attR sequence that may
interfere with host-gene expression in the final allele (see Fig.
1F). To address this concern, we tested and confirmed that
minimal attP-50 and attB-53 sites (9) that are 50-bp and 53-bp
long, respectively, can mediate efficient integration in Drosophila
[supporting information (SI) Table S1]. We then constructed
new ends-out targeting vectors, such as pGX-attP that carries an
attP-50 site, and integration vectors, such as pGE-attB that
carries an attB-53 site (Fig. S1), for genomic engineering. By
using attP-50 and attB-53 in these genomic engineering vectors,
we drastically reduced the attR sequence length in the final
engineered allele and minimized the risk of its interference with
the expression of the allele.

Generation of Founder Knock-Out Lines of 6 Different Target Genes by
Ends-Out Targeting. To apply the genomic engineering scheme on
a target locus, a founder knock-out line has to be generated by
ends-out targeting. Gene targeting, although successfully devel-
oped years ago, has often been considered risky and resource-
intensive in Drosophila. We have recently developed new re-
agents and fly stocks that significantly improved the efficiency
and throughput of current ends-out targeting (12). Nonetheless,
it remains to be demonstrated how our targeting reagents and
protocols may perform at different genomic loci. Here we
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selected 6 different genes that are distributed over all 3 major
chromosomes (X, second, and third), and require deletions from
as small as 2.2 kb to as large as 12 kb for genomic engineering
(Table 1). Four of these genes, stardust (sdt), lethal giant larvae
(lgl), DE-Cadherin (DE-Cad, also known as shotgun or shg), and
crumbs (crb) are previously characterized polarity protein genes
that play highly conserved and essential roles in regulating cell
polarity in both Drosophila and vertebrates (5, 13, 14), but the
detailed molecular and cellular mechanisms by which they
control the cell polarity remain to be elucidated. With the help
of genomic engineering, we hope that we will be able to generate
at each of their native genomic loci a set of defined mutant alleles
tailored for our genetic and cell biology assays (see below). dArf6
(Arf51F) and its potential GTPase exchange factor CG31158 were
implicated in controlling cell polarity by our preliminary RNAi
screens, and had no published mutant alleles at the time we started
their gene-targeting experiments.

Targeting designs for generating founder knock-out lines for
the 6 genes are detailed in Table 1 and Figs. S2 to S4. Because
our goal is to modify the coding sequence of these 6 genes to test
the functions of mutant proteins in vivo, in each of the targeting
constructs the 5� and 3� homologous arms were designed to
delete all or major coding exons in their loci. To minimize the
risk that the attR and loxP may interfere with the expression of
engineered alleles, in all targeting constructs the attP-50 site was

placed into the least-conserved noncoding region, such as in-
trons or upstream sequences of target loci (see Materials and
Methods), while the loxP site was placed after the 3�UTR of
engineered alleles by including the whole 3�UTR into the
targeted deletion (see Fig. S2–S4; the only exception is the
CG31158 targeting in Fig. S3E). Targeting experiments were
carried out based on our improved methods, such as using the
new hs-hid stocks to streamline the genetic crosses; in the cases
of dArf6 and sdt a negative selection marker UAS-Rpr was also
used to eliminate the majority of false positives (12). Details of
dArf6 targeting were published in Huang et al. (12). For each of
the target genes, at least 1 founder knock-out line was obtained
and verified by molecular and genetic tests (Table 2 and see Figs.
S2–S4). Deletion of dArf6 or CG31158 did not cause any lethality
or polarity defects, but rather a recessive male sterility, consis-
tent with recent reports that dArf6 is only essential for male
germline development (15). Our targeting results demonstrated
that our improved ends-out targeting approach is efficient for
generating founder knock-out lines of �10�6 HR frequency,
especially with the help of UAS-Rpr (see Table 2).

Validation of Genomic Engineering Founder Lines by �C31-Mediated
DNA Integration. To test how efficiently and reliably the target loci
in founder knock-out lines could be modified by �C31-mediated
DNA integration, we selected 1 or 2 founder lines for each of the

Fig. 1. Genomic engineering by targeted site-specific DNA integration. (A) A modified ends-out gene-targeting approach is used to delete the target gene
first. The targeting donor DNA fragment contains 5� and 3� homologous arms (‘‘arm’’) flanking the target-gene locus, a loxP-flanked white� (w�) transgenic
marker juxtaposed by an attP site of �C31. (B) In the knock-out mutant (‘‘founder knock-out line’’ or founder line), the target gene is effectively replaced by
the loxP-flanked w� marker juxtaposed by a single �C31 attP site. (C) The w� marker is removed by Cre recombinase in the founder line, leaving only the attP
and loxP at the deletion locus. (D) The deleted genomic DNA of the target gene is engineered in vitro to incorporate desired modifications (‘‘*target gene*’’)
on an integration vector (pGE-attB) that carries an attB site together with a w� marker. It will then be integrated into the deletion locus of the founder line
through �C31-mediated DNA integration. (E) The resulted ‘‘integration mutant allele’’ has the engineered target gene restored (with modifications) at its
original genomic locus together with w� and vector sequences (‘‘AmpR’’). (F) Extra vector sequences, together with w� can be removed by Cre recombinase,
to generate a final engineered-mutant allele containing solely the engineered target gene flanked by attR and loxP sites.

Table 1. Design of gene targeting for generating founder knock-out lines for selected polarity genes

Target gene
Target

chromosome
Exons/mRNA

isoforms 5� � 3� armsa (kb) Targeted gDNA deletionb

Genomic
deletion
size (kb)

Protein
deletion/full
length (aa)

stardust X 26/7 4.5 � 3.2 X: 8,129,169–8,134,146 4.977 741/2,020
lgl second 9/6 5.2 � 3.1 2L: 21,725–9,743 11.982 1,161/1,161
DE-Cad (shotgun) second 2/1 5.2 � 3.2 2R: 16,942,814–16,937,965 4.849 1,298/1,507
dArf6 second 3/5 4.5 � 3.1 2R: 11,210,875–11,213,032 2.157 175/175
CG31158 third 14/2 5.3 � 2.8 3R: 18,424,078–18,431,499 7.421 1,474/1,480
crumbs third 13/2 5.2 � 2.9 3R: 20,130,302–20,140,245 9.943 2,109/2,189

a5�� 3� arms: the lengths of 5� and 3� homologous arms in targeting construct.
bAccording to Drosophila genome release 5.1 at www.flybase.org.
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6 target genes and removed their w� marker by Cre recombinase
(6) (see Fig. 1 B and C, and Materials and Methods). The resulting
w[–] founder lines can be readily integrated with DNA con-
structs, such as pGE-attB, which bears the same w� marker (see
Fig. 1 D–F). For each target gene, we first integrated into the
founder line a pGE-target (rescue) construct that contains the
deleted genomic DNA (gDNA). This generates a so-called
target(rescue) allele (Table 3, see Figs. S2–S4 and Table S2) that
should fully restore the target locus both molecularly and
functionally. Indeed, sdt(rescue), lgl(rescue)-FRT (see Fig. S3 C and D),
DE-Cad(rescue), and crb(rescue) alleles fully complemented the
lethality of their founder lines and known mutations, while
dArf6(rescue) and CG31158(rescue) alleles fully rescued the recessive
male sterile phenotype in their founder knock-out lines and in
mutants we generated previously (see Table S2, and SI Materials
and Methods). Furthermore, homozygotes of each of these
target(rescue) alleles were viable, healthy and fertile (see Figs.
S2–S4), confirming that each of these target(rescue) alleles fully
substitutes the original allele throughout development. Finally,

our quantitative Western blot analyses showed that there is no
significant change of DE-Cad expression levels in DE-Cad(rescue)

homozygous embryos compared to the wild type (Fig. 2A and B),
even though DE-Cad(rescue) contains an attR in the nonconserved
region of the first intron and a loxP after the 3� UTR (see Fig.
S2C). Thus, these strategically placed minimal recombination
sites in the target loci do not interfere with target gene’s function
and expression.

Maximizing the Efficiency of �C31-Mediated DNA Integration in
Founder Lines. The efficiency of �C31-mediated integration in
founder lines is essential for facile modifications of target loci,
as promised by the genomic engineering approach. In our early
practice of generating rescue and modified alleles of lgl, DE-Cad,
crb, and CG31158, we found that the integration efficiency of the
attP sites in their founder lines averaged around 1.4% based on
the standard �C31-integration protocol using �C31 mRNA and
DNA mixtures (6) (see Table 3). Such efficiency is sufficient for
genomic engineering practice (see Table S2), but it is much lower

Table 2. Generation of founder knock-out lines by ends-out targeting

Target gene
Screening

cross progenya

Preliminary
candidates

On-target
chromosome

Genetically
verified

PCR
verified

HR
frequencyb

DE-Cadc �1.6 � 105 �1,700 96/�1,700 22/72d 22/22 �1.9 � 10�4

lglc �2.4 � 105 1,127 95/1,127 22/95e 22/22j �9 � 10�5

crumbsc �1.8 � 105 �400 26/�400 1/26f 1/1 �6 � 10�6

CG31158c �1.5 � 105 1,140 8/1,140 1/8g 1/1 �7 � 10�6

dArf6 �7 � 105 315 30/315 5/30h 5/5 �7 � 10�6

sdt �1 � 106 116 4/116 4/4i 4/4 �4 � 10�6

aThe total estimated number of screening cross progeny (12) that were screened in each targeting experiment. Because all progeny were
mixed and screened together, we did not register the clonality of the preliminary candidates. We assumed that each targeting mutant
obtained was because of a distinct targeting event.

bBecause all female candidates (or male candidates as in the case of sdt targeting) were discarded in targeting experiments, the adjusted
HR frequency should be twice as high as listed here.

cThe targeting constructs for these genes were made on an older version of pGX-attP that does not contain the UAS-Rpr (see SI Materials
and Methods), hence the large numbers of false-positives among preliminary candidates.

dOnly 72 of 96 candidates were tested for noncomplementing the null allele shg2.
eAll candidates were tested for noncomplementing the null allele lgl4.
fAll candidates were tested for noncomplementing the null allele crb11A22.
gA previously generated knock-out allele, CG31158KO#1 (see Materials and Methods) was used for complementation assays.
hA dArf6�KG#1-deletion allele generated by P-excision (see Materials and Methods) was used for complementation assays.
iAll candidates were tested for noncomplementing the null allele sdtXP96 (24).
jSee Fig. S3 for details.

Table 3. Efficiency of �C31-mediated DNA integration in founder lines

Founder line
Number of

constructs injecteda

Survival rate
of microinjected

embryos
Integration
efficiency

DE-CadGX23w[�]/CyO 6 16.8% (� 3.2%) 1.4% (� 0.6%)
DE-CadGX6w[�]/CyO 3 23.7% (� 4.9%) 1.3% (� 1.2%)
crbGX24w[�]/CyO 8 28.1% (� 3.0%) 0.7% (� 0.6%)
lglGX7w[�]/CyO 3 34.5% (� 3.1%) 0.9% (� 1.2%)
CG31158GX6w[�]/TM3 Sb 3 28.1% (� 1.5%) 2.9% (� 2.5%)
DE-CadGX23w[�]/CyO; vasa-�C31ZH-102D/� 30 19.4% (� 5.4%) 7.1% (� 3.4%)
crbGX24w[�]/CyO; vasa-�C31ZH-102D/� 21 28.8% (� 7.5%) 6.3% (� 2.8%)
lglGX7w[�]/CyO; vasa-�C31ZH-102D/� 7 27.5% (� 8.5%) 1.1% (� 0.6%)
vasa-�C31ZH-2A/vasa-�C3ZH-2A; dArf6GX16w[�]/CyO; 3 7.4% (� 2.5%)b 9.7% (� 5.4%)
sdtGX73w[�]/FM7; vasa-�C31ZH-102D/� 1 21.7% (� n/a) 5.6%c (� n/a)

aThese constructs were based on pGE-attB or pGE-attBGMR (see Table S2).
bThe low survival rate in vasa-�C31ZH-2A/vasa-�C3ZH-2A; dArf6GX16w[�]/CyO could be related to the homozygous copies of vasa-�C31ZH-2A

on the X chromosome. We have found that having homozygous copies of vasa-�C31 may adversely affect the healthiness and survival
rate of micro-injected embryos of several founder lines, such as DE-CadGX23w[�] and crbGX24w[�], possibly because of certain unique
interactions between vasa-�C31 and the attP-50 landing sites or balancers in dArf6, DE-Cad and crb founder lines.

cOnly sdtGX73w[�]/FM7 females were used to set up crosses and to calculate the integration efficiency. FM7/FM7 females and FM7/Y males
were discarded since they did not carry the sdtGX73w[�] chromosome.
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than the average 14% obtained in our attP-50 host lines gener-
ated via random P-element insertions (see Table S1). Thus,
compared to those attP sites that tend to associate with trans-
poson hot-spots, attP sites inserted into an arbitrary chromo-
somal location by homologous recombination may indeed be less
efficient. Nonetheless, by introducing into these founder lines
the vasa-�C31 transgene, which provides germ-line-specific ex-
pression of �C31 integrase (7), the integration efficiency can be
drastically increased as much as 9 times as in the case of crb
founder line (see Table 3). The only exception was lglGX7w[–] (see
Table 3), and we speculate that it is either because of the extreme
chromosomal location of lgl, which is at the very left tip of the
second chromosome, or because of the lgl genomic locus itself,
as it was well documented that the efficiency of attP docking
site can suffer strong position effects in the Drosophila genome
(7, 16, 17).

It is also noteworthy that in the CG31158GX6[w–] founder line

we initially failed to recover any integration events of the
pGE-CG31158(rescue) construct after screening nearly 400
injected adults, while the pGE-attB vector showed decent inte-
gration efficiency (see Table S2). These results led us to suspect
that the deleted gDNA of CG31158 may contain strong yet
encrypted transcription repressors that inhibit the expression of
transgenic marker w�. Indeed, by using a new pGE-attBGMR

vector in which the w� expression is enhanced by a strong
eye-specific enhancer GMR (12, 18), we were able to recover
integration events of pGE-attBGMR-CG31158(rescue) at a com-
parable efficiency to pGE-attB (see Table S2). We later routinely
used vasa-�C31 and pGE-attBGMR to maximize the efficiency
and recovery of DNA integration in founder lines. Consistent
with previous reports (6, 7, 16), pseudo integration events by
�C31 were very rare: in nearly 300 integration events charac-
terized, only 3 of them were found to be nonspecific (see
Table S2).

Generation of Unique Genetic Alleles of lgl, DE-Cad, crb, dArf6, and
CG31158 by Genomic Engineering. As a proof of the exceptional
experimental efficiency and versatility of genomic engineering
approach, we have generated an extensive array of nearly 80
unique genetic alleles of lgl, DE-Cad, crb, dArf6, and CG31158
that were tailored to our specific experimental needs. Genomic
engineering opens the avenue for many previously difficult or
impossible genetic assays. For example, the efficiency of genomic
engineering made it an easy practice for us to generate multiple
fluorescent protein knock-in alleles of DE-Cad, which encodes
a core component of adherens junction complex, and crb, which
encodes a large transmembrane protein of 30 EGF repeats (Fig.
3A), to screen for ideal f luorescent markers for their live imaging
assays. As shown in Fig. 3, approximately half of these alleles
have been validated by genetic and cell biological analyses (Fig.
3 B–H), and we are currently using the DE-Cad::GFP and
DE-Cad::PAGFP to investigate the dynamics and trafficking of
AJ in live epithelial cells. GFP knock-in alleles of lgl, CG31158,
and dArf6 generated by genomic engineering are also fully
functional, homozygous viable, and fertile (Fig. 4). Because
antibodies against CG31158 and dArf6 (15) were not successful
in immunofluorescence studies, the GFP knock-in alleles made
it possible to directly visualize their endogenous developmental

Fig. 2. Quantification of the DE-Cad expression levels in wild type, DE-
Cad(rescue), and DE-Cad::GFP. (A) A sample Western blot showing the DE-Cad
expression levels in wild type, DE-Cad::GFP (see Fig. 2 A and B), and DE-
Cad(rescue) homozygous embryos. Embryos were in mixed stages (24-h collec-
tion under 25 °C). (Top) Because the majority of DE-Cad proteins undergoes
internal cleavage (25), the rat anti-DE-Cad monoclonal antibody (DCAD2) (25)
recognizes a single 150kDa band in all 3 samples. (Middle) To confirm the
identity of DE-Cad::GFP, we also blotted the same samples with anti-GFP
antibody. Only in DE-Cad::GFP sample the antibody recognized a single band
around 100 kDa, which corresponds to the carboxyl-terminal half of cleaved
DE-Cad::GFP (26). (Bottom) �-tublulin was used as loading controls. (B) Quan-
titative measurements of DE-Cad protein levels in wild type, DE-Cad(rescue), and
DE-Cad::GFP that were based on multiple Western blot results (DE-Cad(rescue):
n 	 3; DE-Cad::GFP: n 	 4).

Fig. 3. Fluorescent knock-in alleles of DE-Cadherin and crumbs. (A) Protein domain structures of DE-Cad, Crb, and their fluorescent knock-in alleles. In all DE-Cad
knock-in alleles, the fluorescent proteins were fused to the C terminus. In 3 Crb::GFP alleles, the GFP was inserted at 2,121 aa (Crb:GFP-A), 2,156 aa (Crb::GFP-B),
and 2,189 aa (Crb::GFP-C), respectively. Note that not all of the 30 EGF repeats of Crb are drawn. (B–E) Subcellular localization patterns of DE-Cad::GFP,
DE-Cad::PAGFP (photoactivatable GFP), DE-Cad::mTomato, DE-Cad::mCherry in live pupal (B, D, and E) or late embryonic (C) epithelia. All alleles rescued DE-Cad
founder lines and were homozygous-viable, but only DE-Cad::GFP and DE-Cad::PAGFP showed clean localization at the adherens junction (B and C). Note the
intracellular aggregates of DE-Cad::mTomato and DE-Cad::mCherry in (D) and (E). In (C) the yellow boxes highlight the region before (Top) and after (Bottom)
the UV laser irradiation in the same sample. DE-Cad::PAGFP is only fluorescent after UV irradiation. DE-Cad::GFP knock-in homozygotes provide a clean and
homogenous background of DE-Cad::GFP, whose expression level is virtually identical to the DE-Cad in wild type (see Fig. 2). (F–H) Subcellular localization of
Crb::GFP-A, Crb::GFP-B, and Crb::GFP-C in live embryonic epithelia (stage 11). crb::GFP-A and crb::GFP-C complemented crbGX24 and were homozygous viable.
They show normal localization along the apical-lateral boundary of the epithelial cells (F and H). In contrast, Crb::GFP-B shows a disrupted localization pattern
(G). crb::GFP-B failed to complement crbGX24 and crb11A22, and is homozygous lethal. All images were taken as the tangential view of the epithelia.
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and subcellular expression patterns (see Fig. 4 B–E). Besides
fluorescent protein knock-in alleles for imaging and immuno-
fluorescence assays, as listed in Table S2, we have generated
high-affinity epitope fusion alleles for identifying in vivo protein
interactions by proteomics, and alleles carrying specific point
mutations and deletions for investigating their specific functions
in vivo.

Discussion
We developed a highly efficient genomic engineering approach
that allows for directed and versatile modifications of genomic
loci in Drosophila. Although genomic engineering requires the
generation of founder lines by ends-out targeting at first, we
would like to emphasize that it is evident in Table 2 that, with
our improved ends-out targeting system, targeting experiments
of �10�6 HR frequency can be accomplished with significantly
reduced labor and time requirement (12). Once the founder lines
are obtained, generation of engineered alleles by �C31-
mediated integration is highly efficient, f lexible, and straight-
forward. In most cases the phenotypes of engineered alleles can
be examined immediately after the recovery of their integration
events. When necessary, the optional removal of w� and vector
sequences from engineered alleles is virtually 100% efficient and
precise by the nature of loxP recombination (SI Materials and
Methods). As an alternative, we also considered applying recom-
binase-mediated cassette exchange (RMCE)–based DNA inte-
gration (10, 11) in genomic engineering to eliminate the need to
remove the w� in founder knock-out lines (see Fig. 1 B and C)
and in integration alleles (see Fig. 1 E and F). For example, by
flanking the w� marker with a pair of attP-50 in the founder
knock-out lines, RMCE-mediated DNA integration can be used

to directly replace the w� with target allele DNA flanked by a
pair of attB-53. Unfortunately, in contrast to the decent effi-
ciency reported by RMCE using full-length attP and attB (10,
11), our initial tests using transgenic attP-53-[w�]-attP-53 host
lines showed that RMCE based on attP-50 and attB-53 was very
inefficient (
1%). Thus, in this article we focused on the single
attP/attB integration approach in our genomic engineering
scheme. Nonetheless, additional dominant transgenic markers
like yellow� (y�) can be used for �C31-mediated allele inte-
gration (see Fig. 1 D and E), eliminating the need of removing
w� marker in the founder knock-out line (see Fig. 1 B and C).
This modification can be easily implemented by replacing the w�
marker in pGE-attB (or pGE-attBGMR) with y�, and could make
the whole genomic engineering process even faster. In addition,
genomic engineering can be readily modified to accommodate
special experimental needs. For example, for target loci that
require very large deletions (�20 kb), the recombineering-based
P[acman] vectors (16) can be readily adapted for cloning and
modifying large DNA fragments in vitro. In rare cases, such as
removing the attR or introducing modifications beyond the
deleted region in the founder line, double strand break-induced
recombination can be adapted into the genomic engineering
scheme by adding an I-CreI endonulcease site (1, 19) at the
appropriate position in the engineered allele.

While this article was in preparation, Gao et al. reported an
approach called ‘‘SIRT’’ that combines the �C31-mediated
DNA integration with ends-in targeting (20). In contrast to
genomic engineering, SIRT results a tandem duplication of
target genes after the integration of the allele DNA construct, so
an extra step of double strand break-induced recombination is
required to produce every desired allele. Because the reduction
is based on random recombination events and is not 100%
efficient, for each allele multiple recombination events have to
be screened and characterized to confirm they contain the
expected reduction events (20). The reduction also requires
significant overlapping homology between the duplicates, mak-
ing it potentially difficult in the SIRT approach to introduce
certain modifications, such as multiple mutations along a large
stretch of the genomic locus.

Recently, Beumer et al. reported that injecting custom-
designed target gene-specific zinc-finger nuclease (ZFN) with
donor DNA into embryos can directly induce homologous
recombination events at increased efficiency (21), bypassing the
time-consuming steps of generating transgenic donor lines re-
quired in regular targeting experiments. However, because
ZFN-induced gene targeting is based on homologous recombi-
nation, it will unlikely achieve the highly efficient and virtually
unlimited modifications of the target gene through �C31-
mediated DNA integration in genomic engineering. Generating
target-specific ZFN may also require significant efforts, such as
screening specialized ZFN libraries (22). Nonetheless, once it
becomes truly universal and efficient, ZFN-induced gene tar-
geting can be adopted into the genomic engineering scheme for
generating founder knock-out lines, making genomic engineer-
ing even more efficient.

The power of integrase-based genetic manipulations offered
by genomic engineering, SIRT, and recombineering-based
P[acman] transgenesis (16) provide highly useful tools for Dro-
sophila researchers to devise unique in vivo and in vitro assays
on their biological questions, and will likely make Drosophila a
more accessible and attractive system for non-fly researchers to
consider as their biological model. We envision that a coordi-
nated effort within the Drosophila community may eventually
make key conserved genes in Drosophila available for genomic
engineering by systematically generating the required founder
lines. To this end, we are working to further improve the gene
targeting in Drosophila by developing a dual-positive selection
system based on a w� and neomycin-resistance gene that will

A B C

D E

Fig. 4. Tissue and subcellular localization patterns of Lgl::GFP,
CG31158::GFP, and dArf6::GFP knock-in mutants. (A) Subcellular localization
of Lgl::GFP-C in live stage 11 embryonic epithelial cell. Lgl::GPF-C shows
localization along the basolateral cortex in postmitotic cells, but is diffused in
mitotic cells (one of them highlighted by the yellow arrowhead), consistent
with previous reports based on Lgl antibodies (27). (B–E) Because both
CG31158::GFP and dArf6::GFP-C are too weak to be directly detectable in live
embryos by confocal microscopy, embryos are immunostained with anti-GFP
antibody. (B) In this tangential-section view of embryonic epithelial cells,
CG31158::GFP-C is cytoplasmic but predominantly cortical. It also shows strong
expression in CNS in late stage embryos (Inset). (C) The subcellular localization
of CG31158. In this cross-section view of embryonic gut epithelial cells, the
apical polarity protein dPATJ (red) is seen exclusively at the apical side facing
the lumen, while CG31158::GFP-C (green) localizes all around cell cortex. (D)
Immunofluorescence by anti-GFP antibody visualizes dArf6::GFP-C has a punc-
tuated pattern along the cell cortex or membrane in this tangential-section
view of embryonic epithelial cells. dArf6::GFP-C does not show strong CNS
expression in later embryos. (E) Unlike CG31158::GFP-C, dArf6::GFP-C (green)
does not overlap extensively with dPATJ (red) in this cross-section view of
embryonic epithelial cells.
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enrich the targeting candidates by 10 to 100 times, so even
targeting experiments of very low HR frequency (
10�6) may be
reliably accomplished. Finally, given the fact that �C31 works
well in mammalian cells (6), we imagine that similar strategy like
genomic engineering can be readily implanted in mammalian
systems.

Materials and Methods
Fly Stocks. The following stocks were obtained from the Bloomington stock
center: BL#766 (y1 w67c23 P{Crey}1b; nocSco/CyO), BL#851 (y1 w67c23 P{Crey}1b;
D*/TM3, Sb), BL#1092 (y1 w67c23; nocSco/CyO, P{w[�mC] 	 Crew}DH1),
BL#13763 (y1 w67c23; Arf51FKG02753), and BL#3085 (cn1 shg2 bw1 sp1/CyO). lgl4

was a gift from F. Roegiers (Fox Chase Cancer Center); crb11A22 was a gift from
K.-W. Choi (Baylor College) and U. Tepass (University of Toronto); sdtXP96 was
a gift from E. Wieschause (Princeton University). vasa-�C31ZH-102D and vasa-
�C31ZH-2A were provided by K. Basler (7). dArf6�KG#1, used in Table 2, contains
a 1.4-kb deletion induced by imprecise excision of P-element KG02753 that
deletes all of the coding exons and the 3�UTR of dArf6. CG31158KO#1, used in
Table 2, was an ends-out targeting mutant that contains a small 74-bp
deletion in exon 8.

Ends-Out Gene Targeting. P-element based transgenesis was used to make
transgenic donor lines for all of the targeting experiments. w1118 was used as
the host strain. Gene-targeting experiments and PCR-verifications of target-
ing candidates were carried out as described in Huang et al. (12). Primers used
for making targeting constructs are listed in Table S3. Primers used for PCR
verifications as shown in Figs. S2 to S4 are available upon request.

�C31-Mediated DNA Integration in Founder Lines. To remove w� transgenic
marker in founder knock-out lines, hs-Cre on X or second chromosome (i.e.,
BL#766, BL#851 and BL#1092) that constitutively expresses Cre recombinase
was crossed into the founder knock-out lines. Single w[–] male progeny was
then used to establish balanced stocks of w[–] founder lines that were also free
of hs-Cre. We observed that the efficiency of loxP-recombination by Cre
recombinase was virtually 100% in such crosses. To improve the integration

efficiency, w[–] founder lines were also crossed with vasa-�C31ZH-102D, which
is on the fourth chromosome or vasa-�C31ZH-2A, which is on the X chromosome
(7). Only a single copy of vasa-�C31 was maintained in founder lines, as we
found that having homozygous copies of vasa-�C31 could adversely affects
the healthiness of founder lines and the survival rate of their embryos after
microinjection. Because vasa-�C31 transgene is marked by 3xP3-eGFP and
3xP3-RFP (i.e., strong GFP and RFP expressions in the eyes) but not w�, it is fully
compatible with the w� transgenic marker in pGE-attB or pGE-attBGMR.

�C31-mediated integration in founder lines was carried out according to
the published protocol (6, 16, 23). Mixtures of �C31 mRNA and plasmid DNA
were always used, regardless whether the particular founder line carried
vasa-�C31. We used plasmid DNA purified from midi-prep (Qiagen), and it is
likely that better integration efficiency may be achieved by using higher
quality DNA from CsCl-purificaion (16). Before injection, embryos were de-
chorionated either manually or by 2 min treatment of 50% bleach. We found
that the survival rate of microinjected embryos of a particular founder line
often favored 1 of these 2 dechorionation methods. Integration events were
recovered based on the w� marker and were genetically mapped and bal-
anced to confirm that the w� is on the target chromosome.
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